By Extreme Industrial Coatings, LLC
Airway Heights, WA

VULCAN GRIP IN AGRICULTURAL APPLICATIONS
BACKGROUND
Extreme Industrial Coatings,
LLC, (EIC) was founded in
2003. Our distinctive competencies are thermal spray,
metallurgy, and tribology.
With users located throughout
North America, Europe, the
Middle East, and Asia, we have
coated hundreds of critical
load-bearing components on
mining trucks, some with
GVWs of over 620,000 kg.
EIC also coated, to AWS and
ASTM standards, scores of
high-value, critical components
for dams and other hydroelectric facilities throughout the
Inland Northwest.
On 5 July 2016, the U.S Patent
and Trademark Office granted
EIC broad patent protection on
a surface profile for V-belt
sheaves. Patent No. 9,382,995
covers a type of surface profile
that is both belt friendly and
increases traction—a feat that
had eluded the V-belt industry
for nearly a hundred years.
Since 2015, EIC has now sold
Vulcan Grip to 30 operators.

When transmitting motive power, V-belts have a number of virtues over gears, chains, and
synchronous belts. V-belts are relatively inexpensive, require no lubrication, are quiet, and can
withstand occasional shock loads with little to no damage.
The primary shortcoming of modern rubber V-belts is they rely entirely on friction in order to
function at all. It is therefore paramount that drive belts remain properly tensioned throughout a
reasonable maintenance interval. Accordingly, drive engineers devote much effort to the design
of belts and to belt tensioning systems.
The coefficient of friction, µ, of vulcanized rubber against smooth steel is approximately 0.3.
This is all the friction flat belts and cylindrical pulleys have to work with. With John Gates’
1917 invention of the modern 40-degree-angle V‑belt, the wedging action increased ‘effective’
µ to about 0.5. This improvement was unfortunately followed by a commensurate increase in
the rated power the V-belt industry claimed sheaves could transmit; the performance margin
before the onset of slippage with V-belts remained as slim as ever.
A chronic shortcoming of V-belts in agriculture is sheave wear. Since belts in ag are seldom if
ever protected with dust-tight covers, equipment’s belts and sheaves are exposed to field dust
kicked up during operations. This presents a twofold problem:
! The dust first acts as a lubricant; just like talc between a piece of tape and steel, it degrades
the coefficient of friction.
! Once belts slip, the dust then acts as an abrasive, wearing sheaves’ grooves.
Once a sheave’s groove wears and is no longer true, it no longer grips belts as well, even when
clean. A sheave that has begun to wear inevitably starts a vicious circle of more slip, heat, belt
thermo-oxidation, less friction, and still more sheave wear. Operators are rightly frustrated
when the reliability of their machines is undermined by poor sheave longevity.
Poor transmission of drive power also has serious performance repercussions for customers:
!
!
!
!

Operators must frequently replace belts and sheaves
Operators pay for excess fuel—as much as 75–200 liters per day
Elevated sheave temperatures conduct into bearings and gearboxes
Productivity suffers as ground speeds are reduced

VULCAN GRIP
Vulcan Grip® is the world’s only belt-friendly, ultrahard, factory-applied coating for sheaves and pulleys that
dramatically increases V-belt grip.
As can be seen in the image at right, the patented Vulcan
Grip texture resembles a just-rolled asphalt road surface
with flat-topped surfaces surrounded by rougher valley
floors.
Many others over the past century have tried and failed
to achieve what Vulcan Grip® accomplishes.
An SEM image of Vulcan Grip
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PERFORMANCE ADVANTAGE OF VULCAN GRIP
The Vulcan Grip® texture provides a unique sheave surface that is both belt friendly and improves the clean-surface µ
from 0.3 to about 0.5. The wedging action of 40-degree V-belts increases the ‘effective’ µ to about 0.8 with Vulcan Grip.
Many users find that Vulcan Grip prevents kernel processors on
forage harvesters from choking and jamming because it breaks
the vicious circle of slippage, feedstock backup, and still more
slippage until the processor finally seizes. For applications
where hard jams are an unavoidable and common occurrence,
EIC can custom tailor the Vulcan Grip texture for optimum belt
clutching performance.
Importantly, the Vulcan Grip texture (shown at right) makes the
mating junction between belts and sheaves much more resistant
to the lubricating nature of dust. This is important in ag, where
field operations can kick up clouds of dust, some of which is
abrasive, and all of which interferes with the ability of
vulcanized rubber to grip to a plain-steel sheave.

A naked-eye view of the Vulcan Grip texture

WEAR RESISTANCE OF VULCAN GRIP
No coating that improves V-belt traction is of much value if it prematurely wears away. EIC has examined used coatings
under an electron microscope and has so much confidence in the durability of Vulcan Grip, we guarantee that it will
never wear out. Vulcan Grip is a ceramic / metal nano-composite that is exceedingly hard; it can be cut only with a
diamond. Our beta test site customer operates two Claas 980 forage harvesters, one of which has over 2900 hectares on
its Vulcan Grip-coated sheaves. That operator said, “My Vulcan Grip-coated sheaves on my Claas 980 still look the
same as when I first put them on.”
TESTIMONIALS
Customer reaction to Vulcan Grip has been enthusiastic. The following are case histories and customer testimonials.

“ ”

“ ”

Vulcan Grip saved my bacon, Jon.

Bill Snyder
Farm Manager
Threemile Canyon Farms, LLC
75906 3 Mile Canyon Rd
Boardman OR 97818
Tel: (541) 481-9274
bsnyder@rdoffutt.com
www.threemilecanyonfarms.com

Bill Snyder is an Oregon farm manager with 22 Double L diggers. He had six of his machines upgraded with Vulcan
Grip in 2016. The high-traction nature of Vulcan Grip allowed him to change the pulley diameters, resulting in a 30%
increase in fan power—with no slippage, a feat that would have been impossible without Vulcan Grip.
One day, Bill’s farm was digging potatoes that had tenacious mud sticking to them that wasn’t being blown off by the
digger’s fan well enough to meet commercial specifications. The machine operators called Bill, who found that the
digger they were using wasn’t one that had been upgraded with Vulcan Grip. Bill had them bring over a Vulcan Gripequipped digger, which handily cleaned the potatoes of the mud. Bill called Jon Osborne at EIC on a Saturday when he
uttered the above quote.
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“ ”

My machine was brand new. Yet, right from the get-go, the header belt just didn’t last. We could get
100 acres on a belt… maybe 300 if we babied the machine. After Vulcan Grip, not only did our belts stop
smoking but we could also increase our ground speed 15 to 20 percent, which is a big difference. Now we
get at least 1200 acres on our belts. Many companies in ag oversell and under-deliver. Vulcan Grip
completely lived up to expectations… in fact, it actually exceeded expectations; that doesn’t happen very
often nowadays.

“ ”

Tom Weitzenkamp
Owner of Thomas Cattle Company
116 County Road 19
Hooper NE 68031
Tel: (402) 720-6488
thomascattle@midlands.net

Tom operates a Claas 930 harvester. Tom’s neighbor, who was running the identical Claas model, was experiencing the
same problem as Tom and had gone through five header belts in only 900 acres. After Tom finished his fields—all on
the same belt—he removed his pulleys coated with Vulcan Grip® and loaned them to his neighbor, who finished his
season on the loaners. His neighbor was as impressed with Vulcan Grip as Tom.

“ ”

I use my commodity cart for all six of my crops: wheat, canola, sunflower, barley, mustard, and flax.
The cart has a belt-driven paddle fan that was smoking belts and collapsing drive train mounts. I used to
have to re-tension the paddle-fan’s banded belt every three to four days and had to replace the belt every
season. Now I have three seasons—some 15,000 acres—on the same belt. And now I tension only once a
year in the off-season. Vulcan Grip is fantastic.

“ ”

Jim Nollmeyer, owner of Nollmeyer Farms
53450 Farwell Rd
Reardan WA 99029
Tel: (509) 796-2293
nollfarmwa@gmail.com

Jim’s commodity cart is a Case-IH Concord 2400.

“ ”

My Vulcan Grip-coated sheaves on my Claas 980 still look the same as when I first put them on.
Anyone who wants to can come out and look for themselves.

“ ”

Phil Kuiken
1002 S Emerald Rd
Sunnyside WA 98944
Tel: (509) 837-7346
imfreebird2@gmail.com

Phil Kuiken is custom harvester who is well known throughout the harvester world. He runs his machines hard in order
to obtain maximum productivity. Furthermore, he operates in an area with particularly abrasive soils laden with volcanic
ash from Mt. St. Helens. He once had an engineer from a European harvester manufacturer with him in the cab, watching
one of Phil’s innovations in action in the field. Phil's opinions are highly respected in the industry.
Phil was EIC’s first beta test site under a non-disclosure agreement. His first Claas 980 to receive Vulcan Grip has now
harvested over 1200 hectares of alfalfa and over 1700 hectares of corn. As Phil said, his sheaves still look like new
notwithstanding that they’ve been running in a very abrasive environment.
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